This paper addresses the problem of constructing bearing rigid networks in arbitrary dimensions. We first show that the bearing rigidity of a network is a generic property that is critically determined by the underlying graph of the network. A new notion termed generic bearing rigidity is defined for graphs. If the underlying graph of a network is generically bearing rigid, then the network is bearing rigid for almost all configurations; otherwise, the network is not bearing rigid for any configuration. As a result, the key to construct bearing rigid networks is to construct generically bearing rigid graphs. The main contribution of this paper is to prove that Laman graphs, which can be generated by the Henneberg construction, are generically bearing rigid in arbitrary dimensions. As a consequence, if the underlying graph of a network is Laman, the network is bearing rigid for almost all configurations in arbitrary dimensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a network defined as a graph with its vertices mapped to a set of distinct points in the Euclidean space. Such a network may represent a sensor network or multirobot system. The bearing rigidity is a fundamental property of the network that indicates whether the geometric pattern can be uniquely determined by the inter-node bearings. The bearing rigidity theory has received increasing research attention in recent years in the area of multi-robot formation control and sensor network localization because it provides an architectural condition for the control and estimation algorithms to converge [1] - [5] . The necessary and sufficient conditions for the bearing rigidity of networks in arbitrary dimensions have been proved using the bearing rigidity matrix [4, Thm 4] and the bearing Laplacian matrix [5, Lem 2] , respectively. However, the problem of how to construct bearing rigid networks is still unsolved to a large extent.
Construction of bearing rigid networks is practically important for the design of the configurations and interaction topologies of sensor networks or multi-robot formations. The first contribution of this paper is to show that the key to construct bearing rigid networks is to construct appropriate underlying graphs. In particular, we show that the bearing rigidity of a network is critically determined by its underlying graph rather than the configuration of the nodes. We define S. Zhao is with the Department of Automatic Control and Systems Engineering, University of Sheffield, United Kingdom. szhao@sheffield.ac.uk a new notion termed generic bearing rigidity for graphs. When a graph is generically bearing rigid, then the network is bearing rigid for almost all configurations; otherwise, the network is not bearing rigid for any configuration. As a result, construction of generically bearing rigid graphs is the key to construct bearing rigid networks.
One of the most well-known graph construction methods is the Henneberg construction, which can be used to construct Laman graphs [6] - [11] . Laman graphs have played important roles in the distance rigidity theory. 1 In particular, by merely considering generic configurations, a network is minimally distance rigid if and only if the underlying graph is Laman [6] - [11] . This result is known as Laman's Theorem. It is notable that Laman's Theorem is valid merely in two dimensions and a similar result does not exist in higher dimensions.
In this paper, we show that Laman graphs also play important roles in the bearing rigidity theory. The main contribution of this paper is to prove that Laman graphs are generically bearing rigid in arbitrary dimensions. As a result, if the underlying graph of a network is Laman, the network is bearing rigid for almost all configurations in arbitrary dimensions. Since a Laman graph has 2n − 3 edges (n denotes the number of nodes), it is implied that 2n − 3 edges are sufficient to ensure the bearing rigidity of a network in an arbitrary dimension. Furthermore, we show that being Laman is merely sufficient but not necessary for a graph to be generically bearing rigid. A counterexample shows that graphs with less than 2n − 3 edges (hence not Laman) may still be generically bearing rigid. However, if restricting to the two-dimensional plane, we can prove that Laman graphs are both necessary and sufficient for generic bearing rigidity. Finally, in our previous work [12] , the Henneberg construction method has been utilized to construct a special type of directed networks where each node has at most two outgoing edges. In the present paper we consider general Laman graphs without any restrictions.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notations of Networks
Let G = (V, E) be a graph consisting of the vertex set V = {1, . . . , n} and the edge set E ⊆ V×V. In this paper, we only consider undirected graphs where (i, j) ∈ E ⇔ (j, i) ∈ E. If (i, j) ∈ E, then i and j are adjacent and vertex j is the neighbor of vertex i. The set of the neighbors of vertex i is
Consider n nodes in R d where n ≥ 2, d ≥ 2. Let p i ∈ R d be the position of node i and p = [p T 1 , . . . , p T n ] T ∈ R dn be the configuration of these nodes. Assume p i = p j for all i and j throughout this paper. A network, denoted as (G, p), is the graph G with its vertices mapped to the points {p i } n i=1 . A network may also be called framework or formation under different circumstances. For edge (i, j) ∈ E, let
be the unit vector pointing from p i to p j . The unit vector g ij represents the relative bearing of node j with respect to node i. For g ij , define P :
For notational simplicity, we denote P gij = P (g ij ). The matrix P gij is an orthogonal projection matrix that geometrically projects any vector onto the orthogonal compliment of g ij . It can be verified that P T gij = P gij , P 2 gij = P gij , and P gij is positive semi-definite. Since Null(P gij ) = span{g ij }, for any vector x ∈ R d , P gij x = 0 if and only if x is parallel to g ij . In this paper Null(·) and Range(·) denote the null and range space of a matrix, respectively. Let 1 n [1, . . . , 1] T ∈ R n and · be the Euclidian norm of a vector or the spectral norm of a matrix, and ⊗ be the Kronecker product.
B. Bearing Laplacian and Bearing Rigidity
We next introduce an important matrix that will be used throughout the paper. For (G, p), let B ∈ R dn×dn be the bearing Laplacian with its ijth subblock matrix as [5] 
The bearing Laplacian B is a matrix-weighted graph Laplacian. It is jointly determined by the underlying graph and the inter-neighbor bearings of the network. It is a symmetric matrix since the graph is assumed to be undirected. For any network, the bearing Laplacian is positive semi-definite because for any
For any network, we always have rank(B) ≤ dn − d − 1 and
A network is infinitesimally bearing rigid if and only if the positions of the nodes in the network can be uniquely determined up to a translational and scaling factor (in other words, the shape of the network can be uniquely determined). The formal definition of infinitesimal bearing rigidity can be found in [4, Def 5] . Although there exist other types of bearing rigidity such as bearing rigidity and global bearing rigidity, they are not of interest for this paper. For the sake of simplicity, infinitesimal bearing rigidity will be simply referred to as bearing rigidity in this paper. A necessary and sufficient condition of bearing rigidity is given below.
The condition in Lemma 1 provides a convenient way to examine the bearing rigidity of a given network. It will be used later to analyze the construction of bearing rigid networks.
III. GENERIC BEARING RIGIDITY OF GRAPHS
In this section, we show that the bearing rigidity of a network is a generic property that is critically determined by the underlying graph rather than the configuration. We first define the following notion that will be used throughout the paper.
Generically bearing rigid graphs have the following properties.
Lemma 2 (Density of Generically Bearing Rigid Graphs).
If G is generically bearing rigid in R d , then (G, p) is bearing rigid for almost all p in R d in the sense that the set of p where (G, p) is not bearing rigid is of measure zero. Moreover, for any configuration p 0 and any small constant > 0, there always exists a configuration p such that (G, p) is bearing rigid and p − p 0 < .
Then, Ω is the set of solutions to f (p) = 0. Although the elements of p appear on the denominators in the projection matrices in B, the equation f (p) = 0 can be converted to a set of polynomial equations of p by multiplying the denominators on both sides of f (p) = 0. As a result, Ω is an algebraic set and hence it is either the entire space or of measure zero [13] . Since there exists p such that (G, p) is bearing rigid, Ω is not the entire space, then it is of measure zero and consequently (G, p) is bearing rigid for almost all p.
For the sake of completeness, we next present an elementary proof of the density of bearing rigid networks. Since G is generically bearing rigid, there exists p 1 such that (G, p 1 ) is bearing rigid. For the given configuration p 0 , define
When α = 0, p α = p 0 ; when α = 1, p α = p 1 . For any > 0, there always exists a sufficiently small α such that bearing rigid. Since f (1) = 0, f (α) is not identically zero. Since f (α) = 0 can be converted to a set of polynomial equations of α, f (α) = 0 has finite zero roots. As a result, there always exists α 1 ∈ (0, α ) such that f (α 1 ) = 0. Then, the network (G, p α1 ) is bearing rigid and satisfies p α1 − p 0 < .
If a graph is not generically bearing rigid, there does not exist any configuration such that the network is bearing rigid. This is implied by the definition of generic bearing rigidity. See Fig. 1(a) for an illustration. If a graph is generically bearing rigid, the corresponding networks are bearing rigid for all configurations except some special ones that form a set of measure zero. This is implied by Lemma 2. See Fig. 1(b) for an illustration. If a network is not bearing rigid but its graph is generically bearing rigid, then there always exists a sufficiently small perturbation of the configuration that can make the network bearing rigid.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF GENERICALLY BEARING RIGID GRAPHS
In the preceding section, we have shown that the key to construct bearing rigid networks is to construct generically bearing rigid graphs. In this section, we address how to construct generically bearing rigid graphs. We start from the definition of an important type of graphs.
The above is a combinatorial definition of Laman graphs. Its intuition is that the edges should be distributed evenly in a Laman graph. Laman graphs may also be characterized by the Henneberg construction as described below. Fig. 2(a) for an illustration. (b) Edge splitting: consider three vertices i, j, k ∈ V with (i, j) ∈ E and connect vertex v to i, j, k and delete (i, j). In this case, Fig. 2(b) for an illustration. Step 1: vertex addition Step 2: edge splitting Step 3: edge splitting Step 4: edge splitting Step 5: edge splitting Step 6: edge splitting A Henneberg construction starting from an edge connecting two vertices will result in a Laman graph [7] , [8] , [10] . The converse is also true. That is if a graph is Laman, then it can be generated by a Henneberg construction [8, Lem 2] .
The following theorem is the main result in this paper.
Theorem 1 (Generic Bearing Rigidity of Laman Graphs).
If G is a Laman graph, then G is generically bearing rigid in R d for any d ≥ 2.
Proof. The proof requires some additional lemmas and is deferred to Section V.
Theorem 1 indicates that a network with a Laman graph is bearing rigid for almost all configurations in R d for any d ≥ 2. It also indicates that 2n−3 edges are sufficient to guarantee the bearing rigidity of a network in an arbitrary dimension since a Laman graph has 2n − 3 edges. For example, every network in Fig. 3 is bearing rigid in R 3 and has merely 2n − 3 edges. Figure 3 shows all the steps to construct a three-dimensional bearing rigid network.
The next result shows that adding edges to a Laman graph preserves generic bearing rigidity. Proof. The proof requires some additional lemmas and is deferred to Section V.
While Theorem 1 indicates that Laman graphs are generically bearing rigid, a natural question that follows is whether generically bearing rigid graphs are also Laman. The answer may be negative. A counterexample is given in Fig. 4 . The cyclic graph in this example is generically bearing rigid in R 3 because the configuration in Fig. 4(b) makes the network bearing rigid. However, this cyclic graph is not Laman because the edge number of the graph is 4, which is less than 2n − 3 = 5 (a Laman graph must have 2n − 3 edges). This example also demonstrates that 2n − 3 is not the minimum number of edges required to ensure bearing rigidity. A discussion on this example is given in the conclusion section. As indicated by the example in Fig. 4 , not all generically bearing rigid graphs are Laman or contain Laman spanning subgraphs. However, if we restrict to R 2 , then Laman is both necessary and sufficient for generic bearing rigidity.
Theorem 2. A graph G is generically bearing rigid in R 2 if and only if the graph contains a Laman spanning subgraph.
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. To prove necessity, we need some notions in the distance rigidity theory [10] , [11] which are omitted here due to space limitations. Since G is generically bearing rigid in R 2 , there exists p such that (G, p) is infinitesimally bearing rigid in R 2 . Since infinitesimal bearing rigidity and infinitesimal distance rigidity imply each other in R 2 [4, Thm 8], we know (G, p) is infinitesimally distance rigid in R 2 . Now we consider two cases. In the first case where G has exactly 2n − 3 edges, the distance rigidity matrix of (G, p) has full row rank and consequently the graph is Laman by [10, Lem 2.3] (note that [10, Lem 2.3] is the necessary part of Laman's Theorem). In the second case where G has more than 2n − 3 edges, the distance rigidity matrix has its rank equal to 2n − 3 though it is not of full row rank any more. There must exist 2n − 3 linearly independent rows in the distance rigidity matrix. These 2n − 3 rows correspond to a spanning subgraph with 2n − 3 edges. Since the distance rigidity matrix of this spanning subgraph is of full row rank, the subgraph is Laman by [10, Lem 2.3].
V. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. To do that, we need first prove some lemmas. Proof. Let F = [P x1 , . . . , P xm ] T ∈ R dm×d . Since P 2 xi = P xi , we know E = F T F . Then Ez = 0 ⇔ z T Ez = 0 ⇔ F z = 0 ⇔ P x1 z = · · · = P xm z = 0. Since P xi z = 0 if and only if z is collinear with x i , E is singular if and only if x 1 , . . . , x m are all collinear. 
is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix with m + d eigenvalues equal to zero and dm − m − d eigenvalues equal to one.
Since P xi x i = 0 and P xi P xi = P xi , it can be verified that HN = 0 and hence Range(N ) ⊆ Null(H). Since x i 's are not collinear, the last d columns of N are of full column rank and hence N is of full column rank. Let z = [z T 1 , . . . , z T 2 ] T ∈ R dm be a vector orthogonal to Range(N ), which means z T N = 0 and equivalently
It follows from x T i z i = 0 that P xi z i = z i . Then, Proof. The proof is straightforward and omitted due to space limitation.
Now we prove the main result of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 1. Every Laman graph can be constructed iteratively by the Henneberg construction starting from a simple graph of two vertices and one edge. This simple graph is generically bearing rigid in R d for any d ≥ 2. The rest of the proof is to show that if G is generically bearing rigid in R d then G remains generically bearing rigid in R d after either operation in the Henneberg construction. Then the theorem can be proved by induction.
Since G is generically bearing rigid, there exists a configuration p such that (G, p) is bearing rigid. Let p v ∈ R d be the position of the new node and p = [p T , p T v ] T ∈ R d(n+1) . Let B and B be the bearing Laplacian matrices of (G, p) and (G , p ), respectively. Then, rank(B) = dn − d − 1 by Lemma 1. Our objective is to prove there exists p v such that rank(B ) = d(n + 1) − d − 1.
Case 1: Vertex Addition. We first consider the case where G is obtained from G by the vertex-addition operation in Definition 3. Partition B into
where B 22 ∈ R 2d×2d corresponds to nodes i, j. Then B can be expressed as
and 0 denotes zero matrices with appropriate dimensions.
In order to show that G is generically bearing rigid, we only need to find at least one configuration p such that (G , p ) is bearing rigid. In this direction, consider the case where p i , p j , p v are not collinear. Then g iv and g jv are not collinear and hence E is nonsingular by Lemma 3. By the properties of 2 × 2 block matrices, we have rank(B ) = rank(E)
According to Lemma 4, we know D − F E −1 F T is positive semi-definite and so isH. Then, rank(B +H) ≥ rank(B) = dn − d − 1 by Lemma 5. Since rank(E) = d, we know rank(B ) = rank(E) + rank(
Therefore, (G , p ) is bearing rigid and hence G is generically bearing rigid.
Case 2: Edge Splitting. We now consider the case where G is obtained from G by the edge-splitting operation in Definition 3. Since G is generically bearing rigid, there always exists a configuration where p i , p j , and p k are not collinear such that (G, p) is bearing rigid. 2 By placing the new node p v in the middle of p i and p j , we obtain (G , p ) (see Fig. 5(a) ). By deleting (v, j) from G and adding (i, j) to G , we obtain another network (G * , p ) where G * = (V, E * ) and Fig. 5(b) ).
We next show that (G , p ) is bearing rigid if and only if (G * , p ) is bearing rigid. To do that, let B and B * be the bearing Laplacian matrices of (G , p ) and (G * , p ), respectively. For any
Note that
As a result,
Since p i , p v , p j are collinear, we know that g vi , g vj , g ij are parallel to each other. It then follows from the above two equations that x v , x i , x j are collinear. As a result, we have
Substituting (5) and (6) Note that (G * , p ) is obtained by the vertex addition operation from (G, p). As we have proved in Case 1, (G * , p ) is bearing rigid. Therefore, (G , p ) is bearing rigid and consequently G is generically bearing rigid. Remark 1. We would like to point out that there is another simple proof for Theorem 1 as outlined below. If a graph G is Laman, it follows from Laman's Theorem that there exists a configuration p in R 2 such that (G, p) is infinitesimally 2 If p i , p j , and p k are non-collinear but (G, p) is not bearing rigid, we can always apply a sufficiently small perturbation on the configuration to make the network bearing rigid according to Lemma 2. Since the perturbation may be sufficiently small, p i , p j , and p k can be preserved to be non-collinear. distance rigid [6] - [11] . Since a network in R 2 is infinitesimally distance rigid if and only if it is infinitesimally bearing rigid [4, Thm 8] , (G, p) is also infinitesimally bearing rigid in R 2 . Now lift the network from R 2 to R d by changing p i ∈ R 2 to p i = [p T i , 0] T ∈ R d and suppose (G, p ) is the obtained network in R d . Since infinitesimal bearing rigidity is invariant to space dimensions [4, Thm 7] , we know (G, p ) is infinitesimally bearing rigid in R d . Therefore, G is generically bearing rigid in R d . Though simple, the above proof is not self-contained and requires prerequisites in distance rigidity theory.
We next prove Corollary 1. To do that, we first show that adding edges to a graph preserves its generic bearing rigidity.
If G is generically bearing rigid, then G is also generically bearing rigid.
Proof. Since G is generically bearing rigid, there exists p such that (G, p) is bearing rigid. Let B and B be the bearing Laplacian matrices of (G, p) and (G , p), respectively. Then,
Since B 0 is a bearing Laplacian, it is positive semi-definite. It then follows from Lemma 5 that
and consequently (G , p) is bearing rigid. Therefore, G is generically bearing rigid by definition.
Proof of Corollary 1. If G has a Laman spanning subgraph, G can be obtained by adding edges into the Laman graph. Since a Laman graph is generically bearing rigid, G is also generically bearing rigid by Lemma 6.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, we give some comments on the results obtained in this paper.
As mentioned in the introduction section, Laman's Theorem in the distance rigidity theory is valid merely in the plane. In three or higher dimensional spaces, extra conditions and more edges are required to guarantee distance rigidity. The fundamental reason is that when lifted to a higher dimension, the degrees of freedom of each node in a network increase whereas the number of constraints posed by interneighbor distances does not. As a comparison, in this paper we have showed that a Laman graph is generically bearing rigid in arbitrary dimensions and 2n − 3 edges would be sufficient to guarantee bearing rigidity in arbitrary dimensions. The fundamental reason is that when lifted to higher dimensions, the number of independent constraints posed by each inter-neighbor bearing also increases.
We now revisit the example in Fig. 4 . This example may be counterintuitive because it shows that a network is not bearing rigid in a lower dimension yet another network with the same underlying graph is bearing rigid in a higher dimension. This phenomenon may also be explained by the number of independent constraints posed by a bearing. In particular, in order to ensure the cyclic network to be bearing rigid in R 2 , the bearings must provide 2n − 3 = 5 independent constraints. Each bearing in R 2 is equivalent to a bearing angle and hence four bearings can provide at most four independent constraints. Since four is less than 2n − 3 = 5, the network in R 2 is not bearing rigid. In order to ensure the cyclic network to be bearing rigid in R 3 , the bearings must provide 3n − 4 = 8 independent constraints. Each bearing in R 3 is equivalent to two bearing angles and hence four bearings can provide at most eight independent constraints which is equal to 3n − 4. This is an intuitive way to explain why four bearings ensures the bearing rigidity of the cyclic network in Fig. 4(b) . The bearing rigidity of the network in Fig. 4(b) has also been discussed in [14, Fig. 5 ].
There are several directions for future research. The first is the minimum number of edges required to ensure generic bearing rigidity of a graph. This paper has showed that this minimum number is 2n − 3 for the two-dimensional case, but it is still unclear for three or higher dimensions. Other problems such as merging multiple bearing rigid networks and optimal design of edges to maximize the bearing rigidity degree also deserve more research attention.
